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Abstract

We derive and validate averaged solvent parameters for embedding potentials to be used in polarizable embedding quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) molecular property calculations of solutes in organic solvents. The parameters are solvent-specific atom-centered partial charges and isotropic polarizabilities averaged over a large number of geometries of solvent molecules. The use of averaged parameters
reduces the computational cost to obtain the embedding potential, which can otherwise be a rate-limiting step in calculations involving large environments. The parameters are evaluated by analyzing the quality of the resulting molecular electrostatic potentials with respect to full QM potentials. We show that a combination of geometry-specific parameters for solvent molecules close to the QM region and averaged parameters for solvent molecules further away allows for efficient polarizable embedding multiscale modeling without compromising the accuracy. The results are promising for the development of general embedding parameters for biomolecules, where the reduction in computational cost can be considerable.

1 Introduction

The calculation of molecular properties of large and complex chemical systems has long been a challenge for computational chemists. Over the last decades, the hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) method has emerged as a popular tool for this purpose, because it combines the flexibility and accuracy of QM methods with the efficiency of MM methods.\textsuperscript{1,2} MM methods lack the description of the electronic structure that is needed for the calculation of electronic properties, whereas accurate QM methods are too expensive to describe a large molecular system. An efficient way of including a homogeneous environment is through continuum models.\textsuperscript{3} However, an atomistic description of the environment is needed to accurately describe heterogeneous surroundings and specific interactions between the quantum and classical parts of the molecular system. The combination of a QM method for a central subsystem with an atomistic classical description of the environment has the potential to overcome these difficulties. The coupling between the QM and MM methods can be described in different ways.\textsuperscript{2} In mechanical embedding, the QM–MM interaction is treated classically. In electrostatic embedding, the permanent electrostatic potential (ESP) of the MM region is included as a one-electron operator in the QM Hamiltonian, thereby allowing the MM region to influence the electron density of the QM region but not the other
way around. In polarizable embedding (PE), the environment can also be polarized by the QM region. In this work, we use the PE method by Olsen et al.\textsuperscript{4,5} Polarization is described by induced dipoles that are determined self-consistently with respect to the electron density of the central subsystem, allowing for mutual polarization in both the electronic ground and excited states. All molecules in the environment of the central subsystem are defined by partial charges or multipoles—to describe the permanent charge distribution—and by isotropic or anisotropic dipole–dipole polarizabilities—to allow for the calculation of the induced dipoles representing polarization of the surroundings. The collection of parameters in the surroundings required by the PE calculations is referred to as the embedding potential.

An accurate approach to obtain the parameters in the embedding potential is to derive them from QM calculations on fragments making up the environment. For a solvent environment this is a straightforward task that requires one QM calculation for each solvent molecule. The drawback of such QM embedding potentials is the large amount of computational resources used to generate the embedding parameters. Indeed, in some cases the generation of the embedding parameters can take more time than the calculation of the molecular property of the solute itself and becomes the rate-limiting step in the computational protocol. This is especially the case for calculations with a relatively small QM region and a large embedding region consisting of large molecular fragments such as acetone in a hexane solvent.\textsuperscript{6} Another case where the computational effort of generating embedding potentials becomes very large is when molecular properties are averaged over snapshots from a molecular dynamics simulations, where a geometry-specific embedding potential is used for each snapshot.

A much simpler alternative to obtain the embedding parameters is to take them from a force field, such as AMBER,\textsuperscript{7} OPLS\textsuperscript{8} or CHARMM.\textsuperscript{9} The PE method requires at least polarizabilities to describe the effects of polarization both in the ground state and upon electronic excitation, so force fields based on fixed partial charges only cannot be used. Many different polarizable force fields exist,\textsuperscript{10–13} but none of these has been developed specifically
for the present purpose, i.e., molecular property calculations of solutes in solvents with solvent-specific isotropic parameters for an embedding method based on induced dipoles.

The motivation of this work comes from previous works in the literature. Söderhjelm et al. have investigated several ways of constructing an embedding potential for the calculation of excitation energies in proteins. In particular, they found that the use of anisotropic polarizabilities and charges, dipoles and quadrupoles—as opposed to isotropic polarizabilities and partial charges only—is important mainly for the part of the embedding region that is closest to the QM region. They suggested that the outer region of the embedding potential can be described in a less accurate way, for example by general parameters from a polarizable force field. Söderhjelm, Aquilante and Ryde have also shown that different approximations in the outer region of the embedding potential can still give accurate protein–ligand interaction energies. Schwabe et al. have shown the importance of an accurate embedding potential close to the QM region, and how this reduces the need for a QM description of the closest surroundings of the embedded molecule. Several works have shown that the deviation of an ESP calculated with embedding parameters from a QM ESP quickly decreases with the distance at which it is evaluated, also indicating that the accuracy of the embedding potential is less important for the parts of the embedding region that are further away from the QM region. Söderhjelm, Kongsted and Ryde have shown that average isotropic polarizabilities can be used as transferable parameters, as long as they are assigned for specific atoms rather than according to element or atom type. We have previously shown that the computational effort of obtaining embedding potentials can be reduced by dividing the embedding region into different parts and discussed several ways of doing this.

The goal of this work is to present and validate an approach for the generation of an embedding potential for solvent molecules that gives an accurate ESP for molecular property calculations while at the same time being efficient to compute. We present and validate the use of embedding potentials that contain atom-centered partial charges and isotropic
polarizabilities that are obtained by averaging over parameters of 1000 different solvent geometries. Different schemes exist for deriving such charges and polarizabilities. Charges can for example be fitted to the ESP\textsuperscript{20–22} or based on the atoms-in-molecule approach.\textsuperscript{23} In this paper charges will be based on the former approach using the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) method.\textsuperscript{22} Polarizabilities are derived using the LoProp procedure.\textsuperscript{24} Even though we use the PE method by Olsen \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{4,5} the derived averaged parameters can also be used in other charge- and isotropic polarizability-based embedding methods such as the MMpol method by Curutchet \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{25} or the discrete reaction field method by Jensen, van Duijnen and Snijders.\textsuperscript{26} We focus in this work on embedding parameters for several commonly used solvents (see Figure 1), but the presented approach can also be applied to other solvents and (bio)molecules.
Figure 1: Chemical structures, atom names and abbreviations for the solvent molecules used in this work: water (WAT), methanol (MTL), ethanol (ETL), 1-propanol (PRL), formic acid (FOR), formamide (FRM), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMS), propylene carbonate (PRC), dichloromethane (DCM), acetone (ACE), diethyl ether (DEE), tetrahydrofuran (THF), toluene (TOL), benzene (BEN), hexane (HEX), chloroform (CHL), tetrachloromethane (TET) and phenol (PHE).

The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe in detail the way in which we obtain our solvent-specific parameters and the way in which we validate them by calculating ESPs. A validation of our method is given in Section 3: the variation of the averaged parameters with structure and basis set is shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, and the accuracy of the ESPs generated by the averaged parameters is evaluated in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we will show how a combination of geometry-specific embed-
ding parameters for solvent molecules close to the QM region and our averaged parameters for the outer region gives the desired embedding potentials that are accurate yet efficient to generate. In Section 4 we summarize the main findings and discuss the applicability and limitations of the presented embedding parameters.

2 Computational details

2.1 Generation of the averaged embedding parameters

The partial charges and distributed polarizabilities for the solvent molecules shown in Figure 1 were calculated as averages over 1000 geometries from one molecular dynamics snapshot of a solvent box. Details of the generation of the solvent boxes are given in Section 7.1 in the Supporting Information.

Atom-centered RESP charges\textsuperscript{22} and LoProp\textsuperscript{24} isotropic polarizabilities were calculated with density-functional theory (DFT) for each of the 1000 solvent molecules in the solvent boxes. ESP charges were calculated using the Antechamber\textsuperscript{27} module from AMBER\textsuperscript{28} on an ESP obtained with Gaussian 09.\textsuperscript{29} The molecular ESP was obtained using grid points from the Merz–Singh–Kollman scheme\textsuperscript{20,21} with ten molecular surfaces defined by 1.4 to 2.7 times the vdW radii of the solvent atoms and a density of 17 grid points per square Ångström.

The RESP procedure introduces the constraint that chemically equivalent atoms get the same charge within the ESP-fitting procedure. Moreover, the RESP approach yields charges with a smaller dependence on the structure than other ESP-fitting schemes—especially for buried atoms—by restraining the charges towards zero.\textsuperscript{22} This makes RESP charges especially useful in the development of transferable parameters, usually at the cost of a slightly worse fit with respect to the QM-derived ESP.\textsuperscript{22} This is illustrated for ethanol in Table SI-II in the Supporting Information. In fact, the error of a geometry-specific RESP ESP with respect to a QM ESP (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) is large compared to other standard ESP fitting schemes for ethanol. However, the error from using averaged charges is lowest for the RESP
scheme. Overall, the averaged RESP charges are more accurate than averaged charges from other ESP-fitting schemes when compared to the QM reference (Table SI-II).

Isotropic polarizabilities were calculated in Molcas\textsuperscript{30,31} using the LoProp\textsuperscript{24} approach with the basis set recontracted to an atomic natural orbital type basis. In all cases the charges and isotropic polarizabilities are calculated with the B3LYP exchange–correlation functional\textsuperscript{32–35} and the same basis set, which is aug-cc-pVTZ\textsuperscript{36} unless otherwise specified.

The embedding potentials consisting of RESP charges (Q) and isotropic polarizabilities (P1) will be referred to as QP1. The distinction is made between embedding potentials that were calculated for specific solvent geometries (geometry-specific QP1) and those using parameters that were averaged over 1000 solvent geometries (averaged QP1). Embedding potentials consisting of multipoles up to quadrupoles (M2) and anisotropic dipole–dipole polarizabilities (P2) were also calculated using the LoProp approach\textsuperscript{24} in Molcas\textsuperscript{30,31} for comparison to the QP1 embedding potentials. These embedding potentials were in all cases calculated for specific solvent geometries and are referred to as geometry-specific M2P2.

### 2.2 Molecular electrostatic potentials

Molecular ESPs were calculated as described in ref 19 to assess the accuracy of the embedding potentials from averaged parameters. Classical ESPs were calculated using the PE library\textsuperscript{37} on a cubic grid with 5 grid points per bohr up to a distance of 12 bohr. Quantum-mechanical ESPs were calculated with B3LYP\textsuperscript{32–35}/aug-cc-pVTZ\textsuperscript{36} using the Dalton program\textsuperscript{38,39} on the same grid. The quality of different ESPs was evaluated by calculating the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the ESPs compared to a reference ESP on a molecular surface containing all points within (2.00 ± 0.01) times the van der Waals (vdW) radius for all atoms (unless otherwise stated) using the cubic grid specified above. The reference ESP was chosen as either the QM ESP—to obtain the error of using a classical description of the ESP—or the ESP generated by geometry-specific RESP charges—to obtain the error of the averaging procedure. Induced ESPs were calculated by applying an electric field of equal magnitude
along the $x$-, $y$- and $z$-axes defining the periodic box. Thus, the total electric field resulting from a 0.01 a.u. field in the $x$-, $y$- and $z$-directions is 0.017 a.u.

### 2.3 Property calculations

The main goal of this work is to obtain accurate embedding potentials for molecular property calculations at a reduced computational effort. The quality of embedding potentials that are based on the averaged embedding parameters was tested by calculating the ESP and molecular properties of organic molecules in solvent environments. The ESP (here evaluated at the vdW surface of the solute molecule) is fundamental to obtain accurate molecular properties in a molecular environment. The evaluated molecular properties are dipole moments (as a measure for the ground-state electron distribution of the solvated molecule), oscillator strengths (as a measure for the first-order change of the electron distribution upon excitation), vertical excitation energies and two-photon transition strengths. Molecular properties were calculated for 50 snapshots of acetone in dimethyl sulfoxide and water from ref 6 and for one snapshot of *para*-nitroaniline (PNA) in water, dimethyl sulfoxide, propylene carbonate and tetrachloromethane. Computational details of the structure generation are provided in Section 7 in the Supporting Information.

All molecular property calculations were performed with DFT using the CAM-B3LYP exchange–correlation functional\(^{40}\) and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.\(^{36}\) Using a long-range corrected exchange–correlation functional such as CAM-B3LYP (rather than B3LYP) for the calculation of the molecular properties is important to describe charge-transfer excitations such as the one in PNA that is considered in this work.\(^{41}\) In addition, the ESP generated by the solvent embedding potential was evaluated on the vdW surface of the solute—which was described by CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ—to directly assess the influence of different embedding potentials on the ESP experienced by the solute. The PE QM/MM implementation\(^{5}\) in Dalton2013\(^{38,39}\) was used as provided through the PE library,\(^{37}\) using Gen1int\(^{42}\) for the one-electron integrals. We emphasize that our interest in this study is not the molecular
property itself but in how the different embedding potentials affect the molecular property.

3 Results and discussion

Our approach relies on using averaged atom-centered embedding parameters that are different for all chemically non-identical atoms in a solvent molecule. At least two criteria should be satisfied for our approach to be successful: 1) the ESP of a solvent molecule should be sufficiently accurate when using the averaged embedding parameters and 2) molecular properties of solvated molecules should be accurate when using averaged parameters on all or part of the solvent molecules. We will start by examining the variation of the parameters with geometry (Section 3.1) and basis set (Section 3.2) and analyse the solvent ESP in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we will show how accurate embedding potentials can be made at reduced computational cost by combining the averaged parameters with more accurate geometry-specific parameters for the innermost molecules.

3.1 Structural variation of the parameters

The distribution of ESP-fitted partial charges and isotropic polarizabilities among 1000 geometries of different solvents is shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The figures contain the maximum, minimum, lower quartile, median and upper quartile as horizontal bars and the distribution of all parameters as the shaded area. The average parameters for all solvents are tabulated in the Supporting Information (Table SI-I) together with figures showing the variation of the parameters for the remaining solvents (Figures SI-1 and SI-2).
Figure 2: Variation in calculated RESP charges (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) for different solvent molecules. The diagrams show the variation in geometry-specific charges for 1000 different solvent geometries (see the Supporting Information for more solvents and tabulated data).
Figure 3: Variation in calculated isotropic polarizabilities (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) for different molecules. The diagrams show the variation in geometry-specific polarizabilities for 1000 different solvent geometries (see the Supporting Information for more solvents and tabulated data).

The variation of the RESP charges differs considerably between atom types and solvents. Large variations are observed for buried carbon atoms, which is a known issue for ESP-fitting methods. The atom type having the largest variation in RESP charges is the terminal carbon atom (C3) in 1-propanol, which varies by 1.21 a.u. from -0.76 a.u. to 0.45 a.u. In general, the alcohols (1-propanol, ethanol, methanol, phenol) show the largest dependence of the RESP charges on the molecular geometry. The atom types with the smallest variation in RESP charges—apart from the atoms in water, whose geometry was constrained in the simulation—are the carbon and hydrogen in benzene, varying by only 0.016 a.u. in the 1000 geometries examined. The isotropic polarizabilities vary less with the structure (percentage-wise) with the largest variation being 2.6 a.u. for the carbon in tetrachloromethane. Moreover, the variations between different atom types of the same element are small. For instance, the two different carbon atom types in ethanol (C1 and C2)
have very similar polarizabilities whereas the fitted charges are considerably different. Also, the polarizabilities of the terminal methyl groups have similar values in ethanol (C2) and 1-propanol (C3). This is in agreement with the conclusion of Gagliardi et al. that parameters calculated with the LoProp approach have a high degree of transferability between functional groups.\textsuperscript{24}

Using average parameters for atoms that have a high structural variation (\textit{e.g.} the fitted charges of the carbon atoms in the alcohols) might lead to less accurate ESPs for some of the solvent geometries (see Section 3.3). Unfortunately, our attempts to correlate structural parameters (\textit{e.g.} O–C1–C2 angle in ethanol and O–C1–C2–C3 dihedral in 1-propanol) to the RESP charges using simple relationships have not been successful.

### 3.2 Variation with basis set

In order to investigate the basis set dependence of the averaged parameters, the parameters have been calculated with Dunning’s aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets\textsuperscript{36} for 10 different solvent geometries. The deviations of the averaged values for the double-\(\zeta\) and triple-\(\zeta\) basis set results compared to the averaged quadruple-\(\zeta\) basis set values are shown in Figure SI-3 in the Supporting Information. The averaged RESP charges computed with the different basis sets are rather similar with the largest deviations observed for the chloromethanes. Indeed, the difference between the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ RESP charges (red in Figure SI-3) does not exceed 0.004 a.u. with the largest deviation found for the carbon atom in tetrachloromethane. The largest deviation of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set (black in Figure SI-3) is 0.059 a.u. (C in tetrachloromethane) among the chloromethanes and only 0.013 a.u. (C in dimethyl sulfoxide) among the other solvent molecules. We note that the variation of the averaged charges with basis set is an order of magnitude smaller than the variation in the parameters that results from different geometries (see Figure 2).

The difference in isotropic polarizabilities with basis set, in contrast, is of the same order of magnitude as the variation resulting from different geometries (Figure 3). The largest
deviations are observed for the central carbon atoms in the chloromethanes (1.9 a.u. for aug-cc-pVDZ and 1.1 a.u. for aug-cc-pVTZ in tetrachloromethane, corresponding to relative errors of 15% and 7.5%, respectively) with negative deviations from the quadruple-ζ basis set, i.e., the more diffuse the basis, the larger the polarizability as expected. The deviations do not exceed 0.6 a.u. in other solvent molecules. As for the RESP charges, the deviations from the quadruple-ζ basis set are larger for the double-ζ than for the triple-ζ basis set. Basis set convergence of the isotropic polarizabilities is reached satisfactorily at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level, which was also concluded by Söderhjelm, Kongsted and Ryde, who analyzed amino acids.\textsuperscript{16}

It is here relevant to consider the error of using the much smaller aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, since this basis set also allows for calculations on much larger fragments, which are needed when constructing embedding potentials for iomolecules. In Table 1 we show the error—separately for RESP charges and LoProp isotropic polarizabilities—made when using aug-cc-pVDZ parameters for the solvent molecules having the largest variation between aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ parameters (Figure SI-3).

Table 1: Accuracy of the ESP from averaged aug-cc-pVDZ parameters relative to the ESP from averaged aug-cc-pVTZ parameters. The ESPs have been calculated either with only averaged RESP charges ($q_{\text{RESP}}$) or with only averaged LoProp isotropic polarizabilities ($\alpha_{\text{iso}}$) in the presence of an applied field of 0.001 or 0.01 a.u. in each of the three Cartesian directions, resulting in a total electric field of 0.0017 and 0.017 a.u., respectively. The numbers are averages over 10 different geometries for each solvent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>RMSD (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>$q_{\text{RESP}}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{\text{iso}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propanol</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethanol</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>methanol</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chloroform</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetrachloromethane</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dichloromethane</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The errors made by using the smaller aug-cc-pVDZ basis set are small in all cases. The
magnitude of the differences in the parameters (Figure SI-3) is reflected in the RMSD of the ESP (Table 1) with the largest changes for the chloroalkanes and dimethyl sulfoxide. This indicates that the errors will be even smaller for the other solvent molecules. As for the quality of the polarizabilities, we emphasize that the absolute magnitude and consequently also relative error of the ESP increases with the applied field. Tests on the induced QM ESP of methanol (Figure SI-4) show that the response is approximately linear up to around 0.04 a.u. Similar tests have shown that non-linearities may already arise at a total field strength of 0.01 a.u. in some amino acids. The classical response to an electric field in our current PE model is linear for all field strengths. We have previously calculated the solvent average electric field at the center of mass of the carbonyl group in solvated acetophenone. The calculated fields were 0.013 a.u. in water, 0.0053 a.u. in dimethyl sulfoxide, 0.0024 a.u. in chloroform and much lower in non-polar solvents. Since the magnitude of these fields are around or below 0.01 a.u. the linear response approximation employed is reasonable. Comparing to the results in Table 1, we find that the error of using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set instead of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set is comparable for RESP charges and LoProp isotropic polarizabilities. Since the averaged parameters have to be calculated only once on relatively small molecules (up to 20 atoms), the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set rather than the smaller aug-cc-pVDZ basis set will be used in this work.

3.3 Molecular electrostatic potentials of the solvent molecules

Having obtained the averaged parameters and analysed their variation with structure and basis set, we can now return to the first of the two criteria needed for our approach to be successful: the ESP of the solvent molecule should be accurately represented by the averaged parameters. The evaluation of molecular ESPs is a stringent test for the quality of embedding potentials of a molecule, because an accurate representation of the solvent ESP ensures correct incorporation of the electrostatic effects of the solvent in molecular property calculations. We note that the variation of the parameters with solvent geometry (as
discussed in Section 3.1) is not a problem when the resulting ESP is reasonably reproduced. In Figure 4 we show ESP plots of randomly chosen geometries of four solvents. The plots show the difference in ESP calculated with geometry-specific RESP charges and averaged RESP charges on a molecular surface defined by spheres of twice the vDW radius on all atoms.

![ESP plots](image)

Figure 4: Molecular ESP plots for a geometry of a) acetone, b) ethanol, c) benzene and d) 1-propanol. The ESPs are shown on a molecular surface defined by spheres of twice the vDW radius on all atoms. The figures show the difference between geometry-specific and averaged RESP ESPs. The ESPs are computed as interaction energies with a unit point charge. The darkest color in the ESP means that the error is the maximum/minimum on the scale or larger/smaller. The plots were created using VMD.45

We see that the deviation from geometry-specific parameters is larger for 1-propanol and ethanol—which are flexible molecules—than for acetone and benzene—which are molecules with less structural variations. In order to obtain statistically meaningful results, we have calculated the RMSD of the ESP difference between embedding potentials from geometry-specific and averaged RESP charges for 1000 different geometries of the different solvents.
The averaged numbers and standard deviations for each of the solvents are shown in Figure 5.

The RMSD is below 5 kJ/mol on average for all solvents. As expected, the solvents with the smallest structural variation (water, benzene, tetrachloromethane, see Figure 2) also show the lowest error compared to the ESPs calculated with geometry-specific parameters.

In Figure 6 the averaged (red) and geometry-specific (blue) ESPs based on RESP charges are compared to the full QM (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) ESP together with an embedding potential based on multipoles up to quadrupoles (M2; black).
Figure 6: RMSD (in kJ/mol) of the ESP difference between the embedding potential obtained with averaged RESP parameters (red), with geometry-specific RESP parameters (blue) and with geometry-specific multipoles up to quadrupoles (M2) parameters (black) in comparison to the full QM potential (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ). The ESPs are calculated on a molecular surface defined by spheres of twice the vdw radius on all atoms. See Figure 1 for the chemical structures and three-letter abbreviations of the solvent molecules. The numbers are averages over 10 different geometries for each solvent with the standard deviation shown as error bars.

We see that the magnitude of the error for the averaged RESP charges (red) is comparable to the error of the geometry-specific RESP charges (blue) with the QM potential as a reference, albeit being larger by up to 50% (for 1-propanol). In other words, the largest part of the error of the averaged solvent potentials does not come from the approximation of using averaged parameters, but from using RESP charges rather than more accurate potentials. We illustrate in Table SI-II in the Supporting Information for ethanol that this does not hold for other ESP-fitting schemes, which have a larger error for the averaging than for the fitting. We also note that the solvents with a low error due to the averaging are not necessarily the ones with a low error with respect to the QM reference. For instance, formic acid has one
of the lowest errors with respect to the QM potential (Figure 6), but one of the largest as a result of the averaging (Figure 5). It is known that embedding potentials based on an expansion of multipole moments (M2) have a lower error compared to a QM reference than ESP-fitted charges and this error is well quantified in previous work.\textsuperscript{5,17,19} The same is observed here (in black) for all solvents except for tetrachloromethane, where the higher-order multipoles likely do not contribute due to the molecules’ isotropicity. Tetrachloromethane also has the highest error of M2 with respect to the QM ESP (3.5 kJ/mol). Averaging multipole moments, however, is more challenging than averaging isotropic parameters and is usually done only with fixed molecular geometries such as in refs 17 and 46.

In Figure 7 the quality of the isotropic polarizabilities is tested by comparing the induced ESP to a QM reference at an applied field of 0.01 a.u. in all Cartesian directions, corresponding to a total electric field of 0.017 a.u. Comparison with a lower field strength (which is not shown here) reveals that this is in the linear region for all solvents considered, even though non-linearities have been observed close to this field strength for larger molecules.\textsuperscript{43} We emphasize again that the induced ESP and its error increase with the strength of the (applied) field.
Figure 7: RMSD (in kJ/mol) of the induced ESP difference between the embedding potential obtained with averaged LoProp isotropic polarizabilities in comparison to the induced QM ESP (B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ) at an applied field of 0.01 a.u. in all Cartesian directions (corresponding to a total field of 0.017 a.u.). The induced ESPs are calculated on a molecular surface defined by spheres of twice the vdW radius on all atoms. See Figure 1 for the chemical structures and three-letter abbreviations of the solvent molecules. The numbers are averages over 10 different geometries for each solvent with the standard deviation shown as error bars.

The errors of the induced ESP are below 5 kJ/mol except for the aromatic solvents phenol, toluene and benzene. A comparison of the error of the induced ESP (0.001 a.u. in all Cartesian directions) of ten phenol geometries for the averaged isotropic polarizabilities (0.768 kJ/mol) with that of the geometry-specific isotropic polarizabilities (0.759 kJ/mol) and that of the geometry-specific anisotropic polarizabilities (0.125 kJ/mol) indicates that the error is not a result of the averaging procedure but of the use of isotropic parameters. Indeed, the isotropic polarizabilities of phenol, toluene and benzene show only a very small variation with structure (Figures 3 and SI-2). It is likely that the anisotropy of the polarizability of the aromatic rings causes the larger error for these three solvents. We note that also
the analysis of the electrostatic parameters (Figure 6) indicates that isotropic parameters (averaged or not) for these molecules introduce a much higher error than the anisotropic parameters compared to the QM reference. Combination of the error of the induced ESP in Figure 7 with the estimated fields in solvents mentioned in Section 3.2 reveals that it is unlikely that the error of the averaged isotropic polarizabilities exceeds the error of the averaged ESP-fitted charges in Figure 6.

The results in Figures 5–7 are based on ESPs on a molecular surface defined by spheres of twice the vdW radius on all atoms. This corresponds to a typical distance between a solute and a solvent molecule in the first solvation shell. Most solvent molecules, however, will be located further away from the central solute molecule. The variation of the RMSD of the ESP (defined here as the difference between averaged and geometry-specific RESP charges) is shown in Figure 8 as a function of the distance from the molecular surface at which it is evaluated. The numbers are averages over 10 geometries of 1-propanol, ethanol, dimethyl sulfoxide and tetrachloromethane.
Figure 8: RMSD (in kJ/mol) of the ESP at different distances for the embedding potential with averaged RESP charges relative to the potential with geometry-specific RESP charges. The RMSDs (y-axis) are calculated at a molecular surface defined by spheres of the vdW atomic radius times a factor (x-axis). The numbers are averages over 10 different geometries for each solvent.

Figure 8 clearly illustrates that the error of the embedding potential with averaged parameters compared to the geometry-specific potential decreases sharply with the distance from the solvent molecule where the ESP is evaluated. The RMSD can be fitted to $ax^{-n}$ with $x$ the number of times the vdW distance and $n$ equal to 1.9, 1.8, 2.0 and 3.3 for 1-propanol, ethanol, dimethyl sulfoxide and tetrachloromethane ($R^2 \geq 0.997$), respectively. The decrease
in the RMSD is partially due to the decrease of the absolute value of the ESP, which can be fitted to the same function with \( n \) equal to 1.6, 1.7, 1.5 and 3.2 (\( R^2 \geq 0.996 \)), respectively, for the ESP resulting from the embedding potential with averaged RESP charges. Thus, the error in the ESP decreases slightly faster than the absolute value of the ESP when increasing the distance from the molecule.

A direct consequence of the results shown in Figure 8 is that the difference in quality of the embedding potential obtained with geometry-specific or averaged parameters is especially small for solvent molecules at a larger distance from the solute. Thus, for the solvent molecules closest to the central region of interest it is more important to use embedding parameters that are more accurate than the averaged parameters. It has previously been demonstrated that the RMSD from QM ESPs decreases almost as sharply for ESP-fitted charges as for a charge distribution with multipoles up to quadrupoles or octopoles.\(^5,17,19\)

The observation that the error in the ESP decreases sharply with the distance at which it is evaluated will be taken advantage of in the next section.

### 3.4 Molecular properties from polarizable embedding calculations

The second criterion determining the success of our approach is the accurate calculation of molecular properties using the averaged parameters on all or some solvent molecules. Since this involves more than one molecular fragment, polarization between the fragments are here also included through polarizabilities in the embedding potential. In section 3.3 we have shown that the ESP generated by a solvent molecule is more accurate with the multipole expansion up to quadrupoles (M2) than with the RESP charges (Figure 6), but that the error in the ESP decreases quickly with the distance where the ESP is evaluated (Figure 8). This implies that accurate embedding potentials can be generated at a reasonable cost by combining geometry-specific anisotropic parameters for the solvent molecules closest to the QM region (determined by a threshold \( R_{\text{spc}} \)) with averaged isotropic parameters for the rest of the solvent molecules up to the system size determined by a threshold \( R_{\text{tot}} \).
The approach is illustrated in Figure 9 and will be used in this section.

Figure 9: Schematic representation of the way the embedding potentials are built up in Section 3.4. $R_{\text{tot}}$ is the system size threshold, $R_{\text{spc}}$ is the threshold for geometry-specific parameters: if one of the atoms of a solvent molecule is within $R_{\text{spc}}$ of one of the atoms of the solute, the embedding parameters are multipoles up to quadrupoles and anisotropic polarizabilities (M2P2) calculated specifically on each geometry. Beyond this threshold the embedding parameters are averaged RESP charges and isotropic polarizabilities (QP1).

We show in Figure 10 the effect of choosing different values for $R_{\text{spc}}$ on the ESP on the molecular surface of acetone generated by a dimethyl sulfoxide solvent ($R_{\text{tot}}=15$ Å). Note that the figure shows the ESP generated by all solvent molecules evaluated at the vdW surface of the QM region (in this case acetone), in contrast to the ESPs generated by one solvent molecule evaluated on its own surface in Section 3.3.
Figure 10: ESPs generated by the dimethyl sulfoxide solvent embedding potential on the vdW surface of the acetone solute. a) Difference between a geometry-specific M2P2 embedding potential ($R_{spc}=R_{tot}=15$ Å) and the potential with averaged parameters ($R_{spc}=0$ Å). b)-d) The geometry-specific M2P2 embedding potential is compared to potentials in which part of the solvent molecules are described by averaged parameters (see Figure 9): the solvent molecules beyond b) $R_{spc}=3$ Å, c) $R_{spc}=4$ Å and d) $R_{spc}=8$ Å. The ESPs are computed as interaction energies with a unit point charge. The darkest color on the scale means that the error is the maximum/minimum on the scale or larger/smaller. The plots were created using VMD. 45

Figure 10 illustrates that the geometry-specific M2P2 ESP on the vdW surface of the QM region is reproduced well when only the innermost solvent molecules are described by geometry-specific M2P2 parameters and all other solvent molecules with averaged QP1 parameters. Indeed, the RMSD of the ESP (evaluated on 2213 points at the vdW surface of acetone) decreases from 28.2 kJ/mol ($R_{spc}=0$ Å) to 10.1 kJ/mol ($R_{spc}=3$ Å), 6.6 kJ/mol ($R_{spc}=4$ Å) and 5.0 kJ/mol ($R_{spc}=8$ Å) when more solvent molecules are assigned geometry-specific M2P2 parameters.

The accuracy of the ESP generated by the solvent is crucial in determining the solvent
effect on molecular properties of solute molecules. The convergence of molecular properties with the threshold $R_{\text{spc}}$ is investigated systematically in Figure 11 for the charge-transfer excitation of PNA in different solvents. The molecular system consists of PNA and all solvent molecules with at least one atom within $R_{\text{tot}}=15$ Å from the solute (see Figure SI-5 for the convergence of the molecular properties with $R_{\text{tot}}$).
Figure 11: The dipole moment (top left) and excitation energy (top right), oscillator strength (bottom left) and two-photon transition strength (bottom right) of the charge-transfer excitation of a PNA molecule in water (blue), dimethyl sulfoxide (red), tetrachloromethane (green) and propylene carbonate (black) solvents. The embedding potential is made up of geometry-specific M2P2 parameters for solvent molecules with at least one atom within $R_{\text{spc}}$ ($x$-axis) and averaged solvent embedding parameters beyond that threshold up to a system size of $R_{\text{tot}} = 15$ Å (see Figure 9).

The convergence of the molecular properties with $R_{\text{spc}}$ is fastest for the least polar solvent, tetrachloromethane. In fact, using the averaged QP1 parameters on all solvent
molecules ($R_{spc}=0$ Å) gives almost converged properties for this snapshot. Note that tetrachloromethane is the only solvent where the solvent ESP is more accurate with averaged RESP charges than with M2 parameters (see Figure 6). For the three polar solvents, largest changes occur for the innermost molecules, i.e. when increasing $R_{spc}$ from 0 to 4 Å. We emphasize that choosing $R_{spc}=4$ Å and $R_{tot}=15$ Å means that only a very small fraction of the solvent molecules need QM calculations: 15 out of 234 (6%) for dimethyl sulfoxide, 32 out of 765 (4%) for water and 15 out of 215 (7%) for propylene carbonate. Thus, the approach yields accurate molecular properties at a greatly reduced computational cost.

Even though the best choice of $R_{spc}$ will depend on the property investigated, the specific molecular system and the desired accuracy, our data indicate that choosing $R_{spc}$ to minimum 7 Å results in converged properties. *Averaging* molecular properties over snapshots can also affect the convergence of the properties. This is investigated in Figure 12 for 50 snapshots of acetone in water and dimethyl sulfoxide. In addition, the difference in convergence is investigated between embedding potentials combining geometry-specific M2P2 parameters with averaged QP1 and TIP3P/OPLS parameters, respectively.
Figure 12: The dipole moment (left) and excitation energy (right) for the n→π* excitation of acetone in water (blue) and dimethyl sulfoxide (red). The embedding potential is made up of a geometry-specific M2P2 parameters for solvent molecules with at least one atom within R_{spc} (x-axis) and TIP3P/OPLS (squares) or averaged solvent embedding parameters (circles) beyond that threshold up to a system size of R_{tot} =15 Å (see Figure 9). The numbers are averages over 50 snapshots from a molecular dynamics simulation with standard errors shown as error bars.

Especially the convergence with system size R_{tot} is fast when averaging over more snapshots (Figure SI-6). Indeed, hardly any changes in the dipole moment and excitation energy are observed when the system size is increased beyond R_{tot}=7 Å. Up to R_{spc}=7 Å, the convergence of the properties is faster when the outer part is described by averaged QP1 parameters rather than by parameters (i.e., charges only) from TIP3P (water) or OPLS (dimethyl sulfoxide). Moreover, having only averaged parameters (thus avoiding any QM calculations to generate an embedding potential) leads to results closer to the geometry-specific M2P2 results for averaged QP1 parameters than for TIP3P/OPLS parameters.
4 Concluding remarks

We have described how averaged solvent embedding parameters can be obtained and used to increase the computational efficiency of obtaining accurate embedding potentials for molecular property calculations. The solvent embedding parameters presented here are based on B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations on 1000 different geometries. The error introduced by using averaged parameters is especially low for solvents such as benzene and tetrachloromethane, where the embedding parameters show only a small variation with structure. We have shown (Figure 6) that the largest error when using averaged RESP charges to reproduce the ESP of a solvent molecule does not come from the averaging procedure, but from using fitted (isotropic) charges rather than an (anisotropic) multipole expansion. The use of isotropic polarizabilities is less successful on a few aromatic solvent molecules with high anisotropy (benzene, phenol, toluene). We estimate that the error of averaging isotropic polarizabilities is smaller than the error from averaging RESP charges (Section 3.3), in line with the smaller structural variation in the polarizabilities (Figure 3).

The deviation of the molecular ESP from the geometry-specific embedding potentials decreases sharply with the distance from the solvent molecules at which it is evaluated. Thus, for accurate molecular property calculations we advise the use of embedding potentials containing geometry-specific anisotropic parameters for the innermost molecules combined with averaged isotropic solvent-specific parameters for all other molecules. For calculations in which some of the accuracy can be sacrificed to an easy or computationally efficient workflow, the average parameters can be used for all solvent molecules. Assigning averaged parameters to some or all parts of the embedding region leads to a considerable speedup in the calculation of the embedding potentials with the gain increasing with the number and size of molecular fragments in the classical region. This dramatic decrease in the computational effort needed to generate embedding potentials removes one of the disadvantages of accurate QM/MM models with respect to implicit solvent models, namely the computational resources spent on obtaining accurate embedding potentials.
The averaged embedding parameters obtained here depend on the geometry of the solvent molecules, which in turn depends on the way these geometries were obtained. However, we have shown that the quality of the ESPs is good enough also for geometries deviating from the average. In fact, as noted before, errors in the ESP resulting from using averaged parameters (Figure 5) are lower than those resulting from the use of RESP charges in comparison with QM ESPs for most of the solvents taken into consideration (Figure 6). Thus, the averaged parameters derived in this work can safely be used on solvent geometries that are obtained with another force field.

The approach to obtain averaged embedding parameters that has been presented and verified in this work can easily be extended to other solvents and even small biomolecules such as lipids. The computational effort to be gained from using averaged potential parameters is especially high for proteins and other biomolecules. Indeed, the molecular fragments used in obtaining the embedding parameters for proteins, i.e., capped amino acids, are of the same size or greater than the largest solvent molecules used in the present work. In such cases, the use of averaged parameters can lead to a dramatic decrease of computational costs in the calculation of embedding potentials for proteins. We have shown that the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set leads to only a small error in the permanent and induced ESP compared to the total error from using a classical potential and can thus safely be used to calculate ESP-fitted charges and LoProp polarizabilities. However, we recommend the use of the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (as we have also done in this work) when possible to achieve converged ESP-fitted charges and LoProp isotropic polarizabilities. Even though our main goal is to calculate accurate embedding potentials in an efficient way to be used in molecular property calculations, the parameters can in principle also be used in molecular dynamics simulations as long as compatibility with the non-electrostatic interatomic interactions (i.e. Lennard–Jones parameters) is ensured for accurate overall non-bonded interactions.
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